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California
California is the #1 populated state 
in America.  L.A. #2 most populated 
city.  It has about 370,000 people in 
L.A.  This means that there is a lot 
of people in the state of California.  



What can you do in California?

 California is a fun state full of fun things to 
do for kids and adults.  For example, for kids 
there is Disneyland, Universal Studios, and 
Seaworld.  If you are a tourist then there is 
something for you to see.  You could go to 
the Golden Gate Bridge or go and see the 
Hollywood sign.  



Hawaii
Hawaii is a group of small island that 
are surrounded by  the Pacific Ocean.  
Hawaii is the best place to watch 
volcanoes erupt.  There are several 
islands in Hawaii.  They are Maui, 
Oahu, Honolulu, Kauai, and more!



What can you do in Hawaii?

In Hawaii, you can watch volcanoes 
erupt in the volcano parks.  You can go 
to the wet ‘n’ wild park or maybe just 
relax and lay on the beach.  If you are a 
tourist and would like to see something 
cool, you should go to see the state 
park, the lava tree, or the rainbow falls. 



Washington State
Washington State is in the Pacific 
Northwest area. The nickname for 
Washington State is EverGreen State.  It 
is also the 18th most expensive state of 
the 50 United states.  It’s also  the leading  
lumber  producer. It is the only state that 
is named after a United States  president.  



What can you do in Washington State?

In Washington state they have so many things to 
do.  Did you know that the first Starbucks was 
found in Seattle. When people come back from 
work they could relax and get a cup of coffee at 
Starbucks.  Also, if you want to go somewhere 
and explore then go to the zoos, museums, 
aquariums, The Seattle Great wheel, or even the 
Wild Waves theme park.  The nickname for 
Washington State is EverGreen State.  



Oregon
Oregon has more ghost towns than any 
other state or place.  Oregon’s flag has 
two separate designs?  Oregon has the 
largest cheese factory too.  Did you 
know that Oregon’s birthday is on 
Valentines Day (February 14)?



What can you do in Oregon?

You can do a lot of things in Oregon.  For 
example, they have lodges to stay in and they 
have zoo to see the animals.  You can also go 
hiking in the mountains or if you would like to 
do something fun then you could go to an 
amusement park.



Alaska
Did you know that Alaska is almost half the size 
of America? Alaska has glaciers,national parks,
forest, cruise, and wildlife. However  that have 
sanctuaries for animals like a zoo! Lastly if you 
want to go somewhere cold and they have 
lodges go to Alaska!



What can you do in Alaska 

You can do lots of things in Alaska to keep you 
busy.  The most popular thing to do there is to 
go on cruises and go fishing.  If you just want to 
explore Alaska then you can go see the 
national parks, glaciers, and glaciers! 



Thank You

Thank you for watching our 
powerpoint.  I hope you 
learned lots about the Pacific 
Region. 


